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THE FUNCTION OF FABLES IN GRAECO-ROMAN 
ROMANCE*)
BY
J.G.M. VAN DIJK
Paradoxically, the multitudinous fables that are embedded in 
Greek and Latin literature have so far received little, if any, schol­
arly attention. Most of the comparatively few Fabelforscher tradition­
ally concentrate on the extant fable collections and on Aesop, the 
legendary pater fabulae. The present writer, whose forthcoming dis­
sertation aims to fill this fabula rasa to some extent, here submits as 
a sample a study of the fables that occur in one ancient genre, viz, 
the Graeco-Roman novel. More specifically, this paper presents an 
analysis of the intertextual function of these fables^ both when told 
at length and when only alluded to. The present paper is tripartite: 
its first section deals with those passages that have mistakenly been 
termed fables elsewhere, the second section discusses the allusions 
to fables, and the third section focuses on complete fables. 
Naturally, the fables in the Greek Life o f Aesop will be highlighted, 
for this text contains a far larger number of fables than any other 
extant ancient romance. For the sake of convenience, the passages 
that will hereafter pass under separate review are first listed in a 
synopsis.
*) This paper is a revised and enlarged version of a Gastuorlrag delivered to mem­
bers of the Pelronian Society at the University of M unich on February 22, 1995, at 
the invitation of Prof. Dr. Niklas Holzberg. I wish to thank Prof. Dr. A.H.M. 
Kessels for helpfully lending me many relevant books from his private library, 
Marjo Lensen for kindly correcting the English, Dr. I.J.F, de Jo n g  for useful criti­
cism, Rev. (Prof. Dr.) G.I. Carlson, S.J. (Creighton University) for his friendly will­
ingness to revise the text, and Dr. Stefan Merkle, who offered me his hospitality 
(somewhat like die Maus dem Frosch) and helped me explore the Baymsche 
Staatsbibliothek.
© E. J. Brill, Leiden, 1996 Mnemosyne, Vol. XLIX, Fase. 5
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Synopsis
Non-Fables (1), Allusions (2), and Fables (3) in Ancient Novels
Rom ance (Putative) Fable
1.1 Petr. Sat, 45 Farmer, Pig •f*
57 Goat, Vetch -
58 Mouse, Pot
ib. Draggled Fox —
62 Defrauded Inn-keeper -
63 Donkey, Tiles —
77 Frog, King -
1.2 Ps.-Luc. As. 28 Ass, Barley cf, 319
31 Ass, Flax cf. 283
ib. Ass, Water cf. 180
35 Ass, Priest cf. 164
37 Ass, Idol cf. 182
40 Ass, Landowner cf. 91
41 Ass, Bowl —
42 Ass, Mill c f  318, 549
43 Asa, Nurseryman cf. 179
56 Dog, Reed cf. 608
1.3 Apu. MeL 1.9 Beaver, Hunters cf. 118
7,15 Ass5 Barley cf. 319
7.20 Ass, Flax cf. 283
ib. Ass, Water cf. 180
8.24 Ass, Priest cf. 164
9.1 Ass, Landowner cf. 91
9.9-10 Ass, Bowl -
9.11 Ass, Mill cf. 318, 549
9.24-28 Miller, Wife, Boy cf. 350
1.4 Ps.-Callisth, 1.14.4
w
Alexander, Nectanebo cf. 40
2.16.3 Wasps, Flies —
3.6.13 Wind, Sea cf. 168
1.5 Vit. Aesop. 37W (Step)Mother, Husband, Children cf. 119
48 Sheep, Pig, Slaughter cf. 85
76W Apples, Stone -
125 Driftwood at Sea cf. 44, 177
2.1 Petr. Sat 74 Frog, Ox 376(a)
77 Viper, Man 176
2.2 Hid. 2.33 Eagle (Own Feathers) 276a
2.3 Ach. Tat. 2,38.2 Jackdaw (Borrowed Feathers) 101, 472
3.1 Ach. Tat. 2.21 Lion, Cock, Elephant, Gnat 259
2.22 Gnat, Lion, Spider 255
3.2 Ps.-Callisth. T 3.19 Man, Lion, Viper, Crocodile 32
1) T hroughout this paper, this abbreviation is used for: B.E. Perry, Aesopica> I: 
Greek, and Latin Texts (Urbana, Illinois 1952; repr. New York 1980), the standard re f­
erence work o f fable scholarship.
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3.3 Vit. Aesop. 33G Zeus, Apollo, Dreams 385
67 Prince, Brains 380
68 Dionysus, Three Cups of Wine -2)
94 Zeus, Prometheus, Two Ways 383
97 Wolves, Sheep, Dogs 153
99 Poor Man, Locust 387
126 Greeks, Apollo, War Booty 382
129 Widow, Plowman 388
131 Mother, Daughter, M an 386
133 Frog, Mouse, Crow 384
135-139 Eagle, Hare, Dung Beetle 3
140 Old Farmer, Asses 381
141<G>W Girl, Fadier 379
1. Non-fables
A major difficulty in the discussion of fable is the exact definition 
of the corpus, for the genre of the fable is heterogeneous and elu­
sive. The transitions from fables on the one hand to proverbs and 
comparisons on the other, and vice versa, are manifold; fables may 
borrow their subject matter from anecdotes or myths, or the other 
way round. This is not to say that anything which resembles a fable 
is a fable. However divergent their conceptions of the genre may 
be, few fable scholars disagree on its narrative and metaphorical 
qualities. This rudimentary dieoretical basis makes it easier to dis­
tinguish fables from related genres, although borderline cases of 
course remain, as any theorizing tends to oversimplify a more com­
plex pracdce. Proverbs and comparisons may be metaphors but are 
definitely not past tense stories; anecdotes and myths are past tense 
stories but not metaphors. These introductory considerations may 
serve as a background to the first section of this paper, which aims 
to substantiate in brief the exclusion from my discussion of those 
passages that others would have included.
2) Perry did not include this motif in his Aesopica but did consider it a fable, wit­
ness his AnAesopic Fable in Photius, ByzZ 46 (1953), 308-313; see the present writer’s 
Addenda ad Aesopica. Unnoticed and Neglected Themes and Variations o f Greek and Latin 
Fables, Bestia 6 (1994), 96, 110 n. 5.
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1.1 Petroniusy Satyrica
Catherine Salles3) lists nine “comparaisons inintelligibles” from 
the Satyrica and tries to explain their alleged opacity by assuming 
that Petronius here refers to fables. However, seven of these pas­
sages may be interpreted more adequately as proverbial expressions. 
Otto wisely incorporated them in his Sprichwörter der Römer, compar­
ing ‘the goat amidst the vetch5 (57 hircus in ervilia) to “der Storch im 
S a la t \ th e  'draggled fox’ (58 volpis uda) to “ein begossener Pudel”, 
and clike a defrauded inn-keeper5 (62 tamquam copo compilatus) to “wie 
mit Hunden gejagt”4). In general, utmost restraint is called for when 
looking for hidden fables behind common proverbs, as Helmut van 
Thiel5) has convincingly argued. The cmouse in the pot5 (58 mus in 
matella) is in a tight corner, the ‘donkey on the tiles5 (63 asinus in 
tegulis) is either a bungler or a spooky figure6). Four expressions seem 
to have originated in some narrative, but the frog who became a 
king (77) is less likely to be the protagonist of a fable than of some 
version of “das Märchen vom Froschkönig” (Otto), whereas the 
farmer who lost his pig (45) “est peut-être empruntée à une atel- 
lane” (Salles) or rather: an “apologisches Sprichwort” of the type 
“Ik will hoch h5rup, saed den Bûren sîn Soen un kêm an 5n Galgen”, 
a so-called Wellerism (named after Sam Weller from The Pickwick 
Papers)1), Only in the remaining two instances is there really a snake 
in the grass: the puifed-up frog and the nourished viper have a seri­
ous claim to be considered as allusions to fables and will therefore 
be discussed in the next section (2.1).
3) Assem para et accipe auream fabulam. Quelques remarques sur la litlêrature populaire et 
le répertoire des conteurs publics dans le monde romain, Latomus 40 (1981), 9-10.
4) A. Otto, Die Sprichwörter und sprichwörtlichen Redensarten der Römer (Leipzig 1890; 
repr. Hildesheim 1964), sw. asinus (7)} caupo, hircus (2), modo, mus (2), rana, vipera (l), 
vulpes (5); cf. R. Haussier, Nachträge... (Hildesheim 1968), sw .
5) Sprichwörter in Fabeln, A&A 17 (1971), 105-118 (repr. in: P. Garnes [ed.], 
Proverbia in Fabula. Essays on the Relationship qf the Proverb and the Fable (Bern/Frank-
furt/N ew  York/Paris 1988), 209-232).
6) See H.J. Rose, Asinus in tegulis, Folk-Lore (1922), 34-56.
7) G. Kruyskamp, Apologische Spreekwoorden (VGravenhage 1947), 1, 5 n. 2, 39.
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1.2 Pseudo-Lucian, Asinus
1.3 A puleiusMetamorphoses
These Eselsromane are treated together since they are birds of a 
feather. Quellenforschefi) have observed that certain vicissitudes of the 
metamorphosed protagonist have Aesopic parallels. H.J. Mason9) 
even maintains that this source is indicated by the phrase fabula 
Graecanica in Apuleius5 proem. But this postulated literary-historical 
connection does not automatically imply that the actual fables are 
alluded to. Unmistakably, there are common motifs, but their devel­
opment differs. Elements that are crucial in the fable are absent 
from the romance. The ass of the novel may go through the muddy 
water but he does not carry first salt and then sponges (as he does 
in the fable); he just quenches the fire. The romantic donkey may 
carry an idol, but he does not, unlike his Aesopic cousin, fancy that 
he is idolized. The ass may interrupt the banquet, but he does not 
imitate his master’s lap dog; he just fears for his life. The ass may 
have lousy jobs in the service of a gardener and a Gallus, but does 
not recall longingly his former life when the new masters he has 
asked for turn out to be even worse, and he does not die with the 
latter10). Three ass episodes are comparable to fables about other
8) O. Crusiusj Vorlagen der Apulejanischen Metamorphosen, Philologus 47 (1889), 448. 
P. Wendland, De fabellis antiquis earumque ad Chnsiianos propagations (Progr, Göttingen
1911), 18, 20. H. Werner, AOYKIOL H ON 01 , Hermes 53 (1918), 257-259.
O, Weinreich, %ur Wahl der Ixbensgüter, WS 48 (1930), 199-200. Id., Fabel, Aretalogie, 
Novelle, Beiträge zu Phädrus) Petron, Martial und Apuleius ^ SHAW 1930/1931.7, 5-33. P. 
Junghanns, Die Erzählungstechnik von Apuleius’ Metamorphosen und ihrer Vorlage,
Philologus, Suppl. 24.1 (1932), 6-7, 82 n. 124, 105. H. van Thiel, Der Eselsromans 
I: Untersuchungen (München 1971), 184-186. A. Scobie, Notes on Walter Anderson’s 
1Märchen vom Eselmenschen\ Fabula 15 (1974), 223-224. Id., Apuleius Metamorphoses 
(Asinus Aureus), I: A Commentaiy (Meisenheim am Glan 1975), 30-33, Id., The Structure 
o f Apuleius’ Metamorphoses, in: B.L. Hijmans, Jr.-R. Th. van der Paardt (ed.). Aspects 
o f Apuleius> Golden Am (Groningen 1978), 44. N, Holzberg, Die antike Fabel. Eine 
Einßhmng (Darmstadt 1993), 21. C.C. Schlam, The Metamorphoses o f Apuleius. On 
Making an Ass o f Oneself (Chapel Hill/London 1992), 27-28 (I owe this reference to 
Dr. V.J. Chr. Hunink). B. Wesseling, Leven, lief de en dood. £elfinoord} vemeende dood, 
huwelijk en dood: motieven in aniieke romans (diss. Groningen 1993), 1.
9) Fabula Graecanica: Apuleius and his Greek sources, in: Hijmans-Van der Paardt,
10,
10) Water: [Luc.] As. 31, Apu. Met. 7.20 vs. Babr. W l^ fab, aes. 191 Hausrath,
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(one vulpine and two equine) species, but for these the same critique 
applies as I directed just above to their asinine colleagues. The nov- 
elistic ass carrying kindled flax may remind one of the fox in the 
fable, but he is not sent to set the neighbouring enemy’s lands on 
fire; he is simply maltreated. Likewise, the ass may be robbed of his 
own barley by the wife of his groom, but he is not, unlike the fable 
horse, rubbed down and curried at the same time. The ass in the 
mill may be comparable to a horse in a fable, but his present Sisy­
phean task is not contrasted with some glorious past on the race­
course11). The same holds again— mutalis mutandis— for two parallels 
dealing with other animals than asses. Both Apuleius and Babrius 
describe a husband giving his wife’s lover a taste of his own medi­
cine, but adultery and triangles are ordinary novella themes12). L.A. 
Post13) connected the phrase ‘from the dog’s bottom5 (Ps.-Luc. As, 
56 £K xvvb q  7tpcoKToi>) with a fable about a dog trying to answer 
nature’s call over a bunch of reeds. This, however, is a medieval 
fable, whereas the phrase in question appears to have been prover­
bial already in Aristophanes14). Therefore, to  xon Xoyov is far more 
likely to mean of the proverb than (as MacLeod translates) ‘of the
Dod. 266 Chambry, Pa.Bodl ib., Tetr, 1.57, Syr. X X X IX  Lefevre (Aes. 180). Contra 
J. Cascajero, Lucha de clases e ideología: introducción al estudio de la fábula esópica como 
juenle histórica, Gerión 9 (1991), 55; cf. Adrados 1987, 195. Statue: [Luc.] As. 37 vs. 
fab . aes. 193 Hausrath (Aes, 182). Contra Cascajero 51, 55. Banquet: [Luc.]. As, 40, 
Apu. Mel. 9.1 vs. Babr. 129, fab. aes. 93 Hausrath, Dod. 276 Chambry, Rom. 21 
Thiele (Aes. 91). Gardener: [Luc.] Ar. 43 vs. fab, aes. 190 Hausrath, Dod. 274 
Chambry {Aes. 179). Contra Adrados 1987 (quoted below, n. 16), 107-108, 195. 
Gallus: [Luc.] As. 35, Apu. Met. 8.24 vs. Phaedr. 4.1, Babr. 141, fab. aes. 173 
Hausrath, Rom. 68 Thiele (Aes. 164). Contra Adrados 1987, 182; Cascajero, 11 n.
1, 47,
11) Barley: [Luc.] As. 28, Apu. Met. 7.15 vs. Babr. 83, Pa.Bodl. 141 Chambry 
(Aes. 319, Adrados ¡987, 342). Contra Werner 257, Junghanns 7. Fire: [Luc.] As. 
31, Apu. M et. 7.19 vs. Babr. 11, Aphth. 38 (fab. aes. 328 Hausrath), Pa.Bodl 58 
Chambry {/4ar. 283). Contra Adrados 1987, 311. Mill: [Luc.] As, 42, Apu. Met. 9.11 
vs. Phaedr. App. 21, Babr. 29, Aphlh. 13 (fab. aes. 320 Hausrath), Dod. 139 
Chambry, Pa.Bodi ibid. (Aes. 318, 549). Contra Adrados 1987, 341.
12) Apu, Met. 9.27 vs. Babr. 116 {Aes, 350). Contra Adrados 1987, 391. 
Weinreich, 7, compares M art 2.47.
13) Quoted by M.D. MacLeod, Lucian, VIII (London/Cambridge, Massachu­
setts 1967), 145, n. 1.
14) Ach, 863 xóvTCpcoKTOv kuvoí;, Ec. 255 ei£ kuvo<; 7cuynv vs. Odo Ceritonensis 
44* (Aes. 608; translation in E. Sánchez Salor (ed.), Fábulas latinas medievales (Madrid
1992), 253).
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fable5. Finally, there are two connections with non-fabulistic Aesopica. 
The self-mutilation of the castor in Apuleius admittedly occurs also 
in the fable collections, but is there one of the few odd texts that is 
not a story but just a present tense description of curious animal 
behaviour from ancient natural history. The alleged theft of a gold­
en bowl in both Eselsromane has of course a parallel in the Life o f 
Aesop, but the episode is not metaphorical and therefore not a 
fable15).
1.4 Vita Alexandri
The eminent Spanish Fabelforscher Francisco Rodríguez Adrados 
mistakenly includes three passages from the Alexander Romance in his 
Inventario y  documentación de la fábula greco-latina)'®). It is true that the 
episode in which Alexander pushes Nectanebo into a well when he 
plays the star-gazer (1.14.4) derives from the wide-spread anecdote 
on Thales seeing stars, which has, in its turn, ended up in the fable 
collections17). But the passage under discussion is not a metaphori­
cal story but a legendary episode from Alexander’s life (and Nec- 
tanebo’s death), although it may symbolize Alexander’s succession 
to the throne18). In the fable versions Thales and Nectanebo have 
typically been replaced with an anonymous astronomer, who meta­
phorically represents any wool-gathering person, whereas Necta-
15) Beaver: Apu. Mel. 1.9, Phaedr. App, 30, fab. aes. 120 Hausrath, Dod. 154 
Chambry (Aes. 118); cf. Dsc. 2.24.2, £ in Nic. Ther. 565, ib. Alex. 307, Plin. N H  8.47 
(109), Ael. NA 6.34. Contra Adrados 1987, 129. Bowl: [Luc.] As. 41, Apu. Adel. 9.9- 
10, Vit. Aesop. 127-128. Contra Adrados5 suggestion (1987, 287).
16) H istóna de la fábula greco-latina^ III (Madrid 1987), 64, 186, 376; cf. I: 
Introducción y  de los orígenes a la edad helenística (1979), 547-548; II: La fábula en época 
imperial romanay medieval (1985), 340.
17) Anecdote: Pl. Tht. 174A, D.L. 1.1 (34) (cf. 2.2 (4)), Iamb. Protr. 14, Olymp. 
In Grg. 26.16 (142 Westerink), Theodoret. Aff. 1.9, Hippol, R e f Haer. 1.4, Gnom. Vat, 
319 Sternbach; fable: fa b . aes. 40 Hausrath, Tetr. 1.52 (Aes. 40). Adrados1 
Documentación suplementaria de la fábula greco-latina, Euphrosyne 18 (1990), 214 can be 
supplemented by consulting Sternbach le. Tert. Nat. 2.4; Aristid, Or. 36.85 Keil. 
A.H. Krappe, Tiberius and Thrasyllus, AJPh 48 (1927), 359-366, and R. Merkelbach- 
J. Trumpf, Die Quellen des gnechischen Alexanderromans (München 19772), 110, com­
pare Tac. Ann. 6.21, Suet. Tib. 14, D.C. 55.11.
18) Cf. H. van Thiel, Leben und Talen Alexanders von Makedonien. Der grieckische 
Alexanderroman nach der Handschnfl L  (Darmstadt 1974), ad loe.) M erkelbach-Trumpf 
82, n. 28.
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nebo stands (and falls) just for himself; likewise, Alexander's ques­
tionable part, first perpetrating and then criticising his father’s fatal 
accident, is played by an outsider who happens to pass (the sur- 
venani19)) in the fable. The two other passages from the Alexander Ro­
mance are not past tense stories, casu quo fables, but quite ordinary 
present tense comparisons drawn from nature, about wasps chasing 
myriads of flies (2.16.3) and the wind disturbing the sea (3.6.13). It 
is true that the latter motif occurs also in a fable20), whereas the for­
mer does not have a parallel in extant fable literature, but the com­
parisons do not presuppose some story alluded to, as they are per- 
fecdy understandable in themselves: they are used by Alexander to 
illustrate that his troops need not fear the Persians’ superiority in 
numbers, and that each human act has a divine origin, respective-
¥
1.5 Vita Aesopi
Keith Hopkins21) has recently stated that Aesop informs Xanthos 
about his wife’s tenfold adultery “in the form of a fable5’. However, 
Aesop's story about ten apples knocked off a tree by the throw of 
one stone (76W) is not a fable, but an allegorical tale, encoding the 
Casanova-like bargain Aesop has struck with his master's spouse. 
Furthermore, the exclusion of three other passages that many 
scholars22) consider as fables needs to be accounted for here.
19) For the term see M. Najgaard, La fable antique, I: La fable grecque avant Phèdre
(Kobenhavn 1964), 159-160.
20) Bab r. l \ ; fa b . aes, 178 Haus rath; Pa.Bodl. 247 Ch ambry; Dod. ib. [Aes. 168).
21) Novel Evidence for Roman Slavery, Past and Present 138 (1993), 25.
22) (1) 37W: Adrados 1979, 672; T. Karadagli, Fabel und Ainos: Studien zur griechi­
schen Fabel (Diss. Königstein 1981), 161; A. la Penna, 11 romanzo di Esopoi Athenaeum 
n.s. 4-0 (1962), 283; H. Schwarzbaum, The Mishle Shu}alim (Fox Fables) o f Rabbi 
Bereckiah Ha-Nakdan. A  Study in Comparative Folklore and Fable Lore (Kiron 1979), IV; 
N. Holzberg, Der Àsop-Roman. Eine Struktur analytische Interpretation, in: id., 63, n. 98. 
(2) 48: P. Zieme, Äsop in ^entralasien, Altertum 17 (1971), 40; Adrados 1979; 669, 
Holzberg, lc. (3), 125: Perry, Aesopica I, 73; A. Wiechers, Aesop in Delphi (Meisenheim 
am Glan 1961), 8; B. Holbek, Æsops levned og fabler: Christiem Pedersens oversatteise a f  
Stainhöwels Æsop, II: Inledning og noter (K0benhavn 1962), 23; Karadagli 114; S. 
Merlde, Die Fabel von Frosch und Maus. Zur Funktion der Xoyoi im Delphi-Teil des Asop- 
Romans, in: Holzberg, 110, 113; Adrados 1979, 669, 671; 1987, 67-68, 193; G. 
Nagy, The Best of the Achaeans. Concepts of the Hero in Archaic Greek Poetry (Bald- 
m ore/London 1979), 281-283; Cascajero, 27, n. 36. For the sake of completeness,
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Two23) (37W, 125) are similes, and one (48) is a description of ani­
mal behaviour; all three significantly use the present tense— the two 
aorist forms (37W eupe, 125Gr|üpa|Liev) occurring in the similes are 
gnomic. In other words, these passages are not fables; the similes 
are metaphors but not stories, and the biological description is nei­
ther metaphor nor story. Nor are they obvious allusions to particu­
lar fables, as the passages from the Vita Aesopi—like the two from 
the Vita Alexandri discussed in the previous subsection— are perfect­
ly understandable in themselves. This is not to say that these pas­
sages are not comparable to fables. They are so in two respects. First, 
they have the same functions as the fables in the Vita Aesopi (which 
will be discussed later on): the first two are aetiological, explaining 
why wild plants thrive but garden plants do not (37W), and why a 
pig cannot be led like a lamb to the slaughter (48); in the third 
Aesop expresses his contempt for the Delphians by comparing them 
to miserable drift-wood at sea (125). Secondly, their contents are 
roughly similar to particular fables in the collections. But these par­
allels are less striking than they seem to be. In the first passage 
Aesop compares nature to a remarried woman; in the correspond­
ing fable it is the reverse. In the second passage both the meek lamb 
and the squealing pig are cattle raised for their meat, but in the cor­
responding fable the former belongs to the dairy and wool-produc­
ing livestock. The similarity between the third passage and a fable 
about two travellers watching firewood washing ashore is only 
superficial. Therefore, the third passage from Aesop’s Life is in itself, 
as a matter of fact, an apt image for the alleged similarity between 
these comparisons and those fables: at first sight the correspon­
dence, like drift-wood at sea, looks impressive but on closer inspec­
tion it turns out to be disappointingly slight.
it might be noted that Adrados (1990, 224) compares Vit. Aesop. 51-52 to a rab­
binical fable.
23) Not all three, as I erroneously stated in my review (388) referred to below 
(n. 55).
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2. Allusions
2.1 Petronius, Satyrica
There is a reasonable chance24) (but no absolute certainty) that 
two proverbial expressions from the Satyrica allude to fables: that of 
the frog who, motivated by either infanticide or sheer jealousy, so 
dearly wanted to equal an ox in size that she inflated herself until 
she burst (74 inflat se tamquam rana), and that of the viper who repaid 
with lethal poison the man (either farmer or traveller) who had 
warmed him in his bosom (77 tu viperam sub ala nulricas). Both fables 
seem to have been quite popular, to judge from the many extant 
versions— allowing for minor variations— , among others Phaedrus5 
versions of both fables, those by Horace and Martial of the former, 
and a Greek proverb abbreviating the latter25). It does not seem too 
far-fetched to interpret the animal metaphors at hand as allusions 
to these particular fables in view of their contexts. The ox as the 
frog’s unattainable ideal is evoked by two similar metaphorical con­
trasts that Trimalchio subsequently draws from architecture and the 
monetary system: ‘But if you were born in a hut you cannot dream 
of a palace. (...) And I might have married ten million, two-penny 
fool that I was!5. The man the viper was obliged to is called up by 
Serapa’s preceding clairvoyant statement: ‘No one is ever as grate­
ful to you as you deserve'26). One allusion is applied by, the other 
to, Trimalchio. The latter cuts the overblown Fortunata down to 
size, whereas Serapa shows insight into his viperish friends5 ungrate-
24) Otto, 294, 372-373; M.C. Sutphen, A  Further Collection o f Latin Proverbs3 AJPh 
22 (1901), 365 (repr. in: Haussier, 204); B. Garbe, Vogel und Schlange. Variation eines 
Motivs in Redensart, Fabel, Märchen und Mythos, ZfV 75 (1979), 52 (repr. in Carnes, 
277); Salles, 10; Adrados 1987, 81; Cascajero, 56.
25) Frog: Hör. 5. 2.3.314-320, Phaedr. 1.24, Mart. 10.79.9, Rom. 50 Thiele, 
Telr. 1.42 (Aes. 376a; Adrados 1987, 403-404); compare the toad in Babr. 28 (Ass, 
376; Adrados 1987, 418, separating these related fables). Viper: Phaedr. 4.2, Babr. 
143, lab. Ass, 10, fab, aes. 62 Hausrath, ib. 186, Rom. 13 Thiele, Pa.Bodl, 82 
Chambry, Synt. 25, Syr. 37 Lefevre, Telr. 1.17 (Aes, 176; Adrados 1987, 81-84, 192
(again separating related fables), 543 (medieval versions)); proverb: Plu. ap. Arsen. 
42.12 (Apost. 13.79a).
26) Frog: Sed hic} qui in pergula natus esi, aedes non somniatur. (...) E l ego, homo dipun- 
diarius\ sestertiam centies accipere potui, Viper: Nemo unquam tibi par ein gratiam refert. All 
translations by Michael Heseltine in the Loeb series.
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fulness. Building on P.G. Walsh’s analyses27), one might say that the 
allusions not only portray those to whom they are applied but also 
those who apply them: the image of the frog is typical of the 
“graphic turns of phrase” of the host’s lingua vulgaris3 while that of 
the viper typifies the Greek astrologer’s cryptic utterances.
2.2 Heliodorus, Aethiopica
The Aethiopica contain an allusion to the fable of the eagle who 
was shot by an arrow which he noticed was equipped with his own 
feathers (2.33 zoiq  ^^Ol<;...KaT, ejjxn) Kexp'n^otiTrxepoiq). It is known, 
thanks to a scholiast commenting on a passage of comic paratragedy 
of Aristophanes’ Birds > that this fable originally occurred in 
Aeschylus’ Myrmidons28); Aeschylus probably had the fable told by 
Achilles when kneeling down at his beloved Patroclus’ dead body. 
The fable soon became proverbial (t o  t o u  X6yox>), witness more 
than fifty references in later Greek literature29). What might be sig­
nificant here is the fact that Aeschylus termed it a Libyan fable; it 
is the only extant specimen of this subspecies. Heliodorus’ reference 
to a Libyan fable in his Ethiopian Tale set in Egypt seems pertinent: 
it adds to the African couleur locale. The application of the fable to 
its context is sophisticated in yet another respect. Heliodorus has 
Calasiris put the allusion into Charicles’ mouth, to illustrate that the 
priest’s education of Charicleia turns against him: he cannot dis­
suade her from idolizing chastity. Heliodorus says Calasiris says 
Charicles says Charicleia dedicates herself to the virginal Artemis 
and keeps on hunting all the time and ‘practises archery’30). The 
reader seems to be invited to connect Charicleia’s leisure activities 
and the fable alluded to shordy thereafter: the context insinuates 
that she is the very hunter from whose bow came the arrow
27) The Roman Novel. The Satyricon o f Pelronius and the ‘Metamorphoses' o f Apuleius
(Cambridge 1970), 119-120, 123-124, 132.
28) A, fr. 139 Radt (Aes. 276a) ap. £ in Ar. Av. 807-808.
29) Full references and some analyses by the present author, Intertextualiteit in de 
Griekse literatuur. De functie van een fahel van Aeschylus tot Eustathius, Kleio 22 (1993), 141- 
157.
30) 0ripai<; tcc  KoXXa G%oXd^£i m l  acncel to^eiav. The sentence in which the 
allusion occurs contains yet another reference to both a bowman (”E porta) and a 
bird (a7roaKopaid£o'U(ja), but this connection is less obvious.
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equipped with the wings of the eagle to which Charicles compares 
himself! Thus, the passage under discussion is a delicate step in the 
gradual explanation of the enigmatic opening tableau, depicting a 
strand strewn with bodies. The brigands observed that most were 
killed by bowshots, and found Charicleia armed with bow and 
arrow. The allusion to the fable might be taken as a subtle clue to 
the murder, which is solved only in Book Five: any reading detec­
tive31) will consider Charicleia the chief suspect, now that her 
arrows have appeared to be lethal.
2.3 Achilles Tatius, Leucippe and Clitophon
There is yet another so-called ‘ideal’ Greek novel containing an 
allusion to a fable in which a bird’s feathers play a dominant part. 
Both birds are Pechvögel, but the relation between bird and feathers 
is just the opposite. For whereas the eagle's quills boomeranged 
against their legitimate owner, Achilles Tatius alludes to the wide­
spread fable (uoft |i'60o,u) of the jackdaw who strutted with borrowed 
plumes but was disgracefully unmasked (2.38.2 koä,ouü 
(ivc0|aevcp TCOv.,.iuepa>v). The allusion occurs in the famous (in­
famous, some32) would say) discussion of the pros and cons of the 
love of women and boys, glowingly championed by Clitophon and 
Menelaos respectively. The latter contrasts the natural beauty of 
boys with female artificial pulchritude. He compares the variegated 
make-up women doll themselves up with to the jackdaw's misap­
propriated plumage: he drives home that both are humiliated when 
stripped of their sham adornment. The fable alluded to fits its con­
text extremely well, since in most versions33) the jackdaw's travesty
31) This clue seems to have escaped J.J. Winkler’s notice (The mendacity o f Kalasiris 
and the narrative strategy of Heliodorosy Aithiopika, YCS 27 (1982), 98-99). 1.5 ol 5e 
ttAxigtoi ßeXcov epyov Kal to£eia<; Yeyevruievoi. 2.2 (papetpav tcov cojicov e f^jrcxo 
kou T(jj Xaup ßpa^iovi to to^ov imeaTripncuo. Gf. 5,32. Prof. Kessels suggested to 
me the relevance of the introductory scene for my argument.
32) Witness S. Gaselee’s translation ad usum Delphini in the Loeb series (1917),
129, 131, 133,
33) E.g. Babr. 72, fab. aes. 103 Hausrath, Aphth. 31, Tetr. 1.29, Pa.Bodl 59 Knöll 
(¿i&v. 101). In Phaedr. 1.3 and Rom. 45 Thiele (Aes. 472) the jackdaw’s modve is 
sheer vanity. Adrados (1987, 115-117) combines both fables; cf. M. Fuchs, Die Fabel 
von der Krähe, die sich mit fremden Federn schmuckt} betrachtet in ihren verschiedenen 
Gestaltungen in der abendländischen Literatur (Diss. Berlin 1886).
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was occasioned by a beauty contest. But, although the jackdaw lost 
face and Menelaos has, as Tomas Hagg34) has it, “the last word” in 
the erotic debate, the hero of the novel is not dissuaded from desir­
ing the heroine; Achilles did not call his novel T a  K ara A evkitc tiov  
Kai KXeincxp&VTa after all.
3. Fables
\
3.1 Achilles Tatius, Leucippe and Clitophon
Apart from the allusion discussed above, the second book of 
Leucippe and Clitophon contains two fables narrated in extenso, which 
follow one another immediately. The first (2.21) is about a lion who 
complains to Prometheus about a congenital defect: he has a pho­
bia about cocks (as ancient natural history teaches35)). Prometheus, 
however, does not feel responsible, since the lion’s disorder, he 
objects, is psychological. The lion then falls victim to existential 
despair, but an elephant who happens to pass unintentionally cheers 
him up by admitting openly his mortal fear of gnats. The lion now 
counts himself lucky, for he realizes his Angstgegner is far more 
respectable than the mighty elephant’s. The second fable (ib.22) 
again features a gnat and a lion. This time the former is his own 
trumpeter, detracting from the latter Js alleged strength and beauty. 
The gnat suits the action to the word and goes onto the offensive, 
He flies into his eyes, buzzes around his head, bites his lips and 
swoops through his mane, thus driving the lion insane, but the tri­
umphant insect flies unawares into a spider web, where he curses 
his recklessness. Both fables are included also in the anonymous 
prose fable collections, the first one in full, the second one in abbre­
viated form36). Both are variations on two common fable patterns. 
In the first, an animal complains to its creator and finds that sor-
34) The Novel in Antiquity (Berkeley/Los Angeles 1983), 45.
35) E.g, Lucr. 4.710-717; Plin. jW  8.19 (52), 10.21 (47); Plu. Mar. 537C, 931E; 
S.E. P, 1.58; Ael. NA  3.31, 6.22, 8.28, 14.9; Ar. Byz. Epit. 2.155; cf. J . Hambroer, 
Der Hahn als Lowenschreck im Mittelalter, ZRGG 18 (1966), 237-254; K* Plepelits, 
Achilleus Tatios. Leukippe und Kleitophon (Stuttgart 1980), 232 gives a short modern 
zoological comment.
36) Fab. aes. 292 and 267 Hausrath (Aes. 259 and 255). O. Crusius, Babrii fabu- 
lae Aesopeae (Leipzig 1897), 207 (contra Bergk), Hausrath (ad loc.)} Perry (ad Aes. lc.) 
and E. Vilborg, Achilles Tatius. Leucippe and Clitophon. A  Commentaiy (Goteborg 1962),
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row shared is sorrow halved. In the second, the cheater is cheated 
and in dying exercises self-criticism. The second contains the typi­
cally fabulistic vague introductory time adjunct rcote37). With these 
fables Conops, the troublesome servant of Leucippe, and Satyrus, 
Clitophon’s shrewd slave, duel teasingly, obviously (as the author 
himself explains38)) punning on Conops5 name; nomen est omen 
indeed, for Conops5 vices—meddlesomeness, garrulity, gluttony 
(2.20.1)—are just right for a gnat, as Corinne Delhay rightly ob­
serves. Both narrators formulate the Aussage of their fable in an 
epimythium39). By the first fable Conops drives home that a Kcóvco\|/ 
(a gnat, in this case he himself) is not insignificant, for he is able to 
terrify an elephant40). But Mr. Gnat gets beaten at his own game, 
for the fable by which Satyrus retorts shows that gnats, in their turn, 
have cause for arachnophobia. Ironically41), the cobweb which will 
eliminate the midge (usually causing insomnia; cf. 2.20.1 vÙKTœp, 
SievuTcrépeue) soon turns out to be a sleeping draught (2.23.1-2). 
The only extant parallel for this fable fight is the violent exchange 
of fables between Menelaos and Teucer in the so-called burial 
debates in Sophocles5 Ajax. As Teucer outdoes the Sophoclean
54 derive these from Achilles; J.-Ph. Garnaud Achille Tatius d ’Alexandrie. Le Roman de 
Leucippe et Clitophon (Paris 1991), 56, n. 1 states it is the other way round (cf. Th. 
Bergk, Babriana., Philologus 47 (1889), 393-395); Adrados (1987, 269, where 
“etaxcpoç...CIERVO” seems to be an erratum for “èÀ,é<paç...ELEFANTE”) derives 
both from a lost model; cf. S. Jedrkiewicz, Sapere e paradosso nell3 Antichità: Esopo e la 
favola (Roma 1989), 429, n, 20; C. Delhay, Achille Tatius fabuliste?, Pallas 36 (1990), 
118-120 (I wish to thank Elisa Mignogna for kindly drawing my attention to this 
article in Munich and sending it from Genova).
37) Dissatisfaction with creation: e.g. Aphth. 15, Avian. 8,fab . aes, 119 Hausrath, 
Pa.Bodl. 147 Chambry, Dod. ibid., Synt. 59, Syr. X U I I  Lefèvre, ib. 73, Tetr. 1,13 
(Aes. 117); company in distress: Babr. 25, Aphth. 23, fab. aes. 143 Hausrath, Pa.Bodl. 
192 Chambry, Dod. ibid., Rom. 35 Thiele, Syr. Z I F  Lefevre, Tetr. 1.44 (Aes. 138); 
fox outfoxed: see e.g. H. Schwarzbaum, The Vision o f Eternal Peace in the Animal 
Kingdom (AA-Th 62), Fabula 10 (1969), 125-131; “Worte eines Sterbenden55: 
Karadagli, 124-127; %oxz: e.g. Ar. V. 1182, ib. 1435, ib. 1448, id. Pax 133, id. Au. 
653. Cf. W. Wienert, Die Typen dei' gnechisch-romischen Fabel (Helsinki 1925), 92, 116.
38) 2,20 Kti>VG)7ta  ¿KaX,ei Kai Ecncomte xoiSvo|Lia oùv yé^cùtt. (...) ’EtieiSti 
KaTa|icûKÔc jxon teal toi)vop.a, (pápe 001 jiûGov ano  kcovgcotoç eitccû.
39) 2.21.4 ôp^tç, oaov ia%ùoç 0 Kcovcoy e%si, ô)ç Kai èX eqav'za  cpopeîv. 2.22,7 
''Qpa Toivuv...Kai aà xàç àpa%vaç (popetaOat.
40) Delhay’s statement (118) that this “morale” “n ’a aucun lien logique avec 
l’ensemble qui précède” is a hyperbole.
41) A. A, 892-893; M. Davies - J. Kathirithamby, Greek Insects (London 1986), 
166; Delhay 127-128.
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Menelaos, so Satyrus outstrips Conops: the latter’s straightforward 
narrative compares poorly to Satyrus5 fable, both in length 
Satyrus5 fable is more than twice as long as Conops5 (34:16)— and 
in rhetorical colouring, notably the abundant use of (especially 
musical and military) metaphors42) and some tropes43). Satyrus sub- 
dy presents his fable as more trustworthy than Conops5 by terming 
his own fable Xoyoq but Conops5 Parallels of this use of fable
terminology can be found in Aristophanes5 Peace and Plato’s 
Phaedcfi4). Erwin Rohde45) included the two lengthy fables among 
the “Beiwerke55 which have become “Hauptsache”, but this is a pri­
ori unlikely. On the contrary, the fables are connected to their con­
text at a higher level in two respects, one general, the other more 
concrete. As the gnat obviously stands for Conops, it is natural to 
take the lion, his antagonist, as Clitophon5s metaphorical alter ego. 
The description of the lion’s emotions recalls Clitophon’s pangs of 
love46), whereas the wounds the gnat inflicts on the lion have a strik­
ing parallel (also as far as form is concerned47)) in the physical 
wounds inflicted by a swine, which Clitophon uses later on as a
42) KÓfiat, CDG7tep éa0rixE<;, ot<;...èv8'óo|aai, opyavov, p£xa...adA,7ctYY0(^
ße^oq, ax)Xr\'ir\q m !  xo£óxr]<;, óïcxöq xal xo^ov, to^e-oei, <b<; a%o ß&ouq, rcEpiuc- 
jueucü, KaxauXcov, öcmEp T ta A m a x r)¿KpoxaXa^ov, ércriuXei drcwiiaov,
XiTtov; cf. Delhay 122, 124, 127 (comparing Batr. 199-200).
43) rcapobv cm 7iapei|Lti. ójioïï 8è Kal (pex)yco Kal jiévco. taxv0avei...é|i7iAa- 
Keic;...oi)K E^a0Ev e^tcectcov.
44) 2.20.3 (pépE ooi |d)0ov owtö kcóvcotco^  eÏ7tco. 2.21.5 ’'Akoucjov Kafaou xiva 
^óyov...a7iö KcóvcoTtoi; Kal ^éovxoc;...* %api£ojiai 8e ao t xoïï }xt>0O'ü xóv éXéipavxa. 
Cf. Ar. Pax 127-134, PL Phd> 60c-61b; see the present author’s Theory and Tei'- 
minolog)) o f the G)‘eek Fable, Reinardus 6 (1993), 173, n. 14; id., De theorie van de fabel 
in de Giiekse Oudheid, in: W.L. Idema ei a i (red.). Mijn naam is haas, Dierenverhalen in 
verschillende culturen (Baarn 1993), 27.
45) Der griechische Roman und seine Vorläifer (Leipzig 1914-3), 511-513.
46) 2.21.2 EKA-aiev ~  3,10.1 Ktaxieiv rip^ov xfiv AeuKmcriVj 3.10.4 xa a a  $é, 
ÄE,üKi7i:7i:rii...7coioii; ö|a.fxaat SaKpuaco;, 4.10.5 ekäxxov 7rapaKa0r||i£Vo<;, 5.7.8 xcp 
cicöfiaxi 7cepixu0el<; ekÄxxov 3 7.4.3 t\X0e 8é jioi xoxe SaKpDa Kal tot«; ocp0aXtioT<; xriv 
äa>jet|v aTCEÖiÖo'ov, 7.7.5-6 e|ie 8 ’ ó Epax; EuOix; ruawaxo: tbc; yap EjiaOov 
avT|pr||iévr|V,.‘.EK^a0V. For the tears shed by Leucippe and other dramatis personae, 
see J.N. O'Sullivan, A  Lexicon to Achilles Tatius (Berlin/New York 1980), sw. 
SaKpuov, SaKpuco, KÄ.aicö.
47) 2.22.3 ßE^oq, xo^óxri£, óïcrxói; m i  xó£ov, xo^etjel, ß ^o u i;, xpav(ia, m -  
xax0ei<; è£aupvr|<;...xöv xExpcoKÓxa £t|xei, xpaujiaaiv, ib.4 ¿xixpcooKE, ib.5 xou 
xpaTL)|Liaxo^  f] TcX-riYT), 7.4.4 (secundum) TtXriyott^ , 7mxa%0Ei<; eu0a)(;...£r|XEi xo 
xpa\)|ia, TcAnryfiq, ib.5 (primum) 7taxax0£tca, ßE^Et, xo^E'oaavxog, xexpcoxai, 
xpaïïjia, xpati|Liaxo<; bis.
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metaphor—analysed by Dorit Sedelmeier48)—for psychic traumas 
(7.4.4-5). But there is more to it. On closer inspection, both fables 
can be shown (again by striking verbal parallels) to refer to key pas­
sages in the romance. The lion’s longing for death prefigures 
Clitophon’s intended suicide (3.16-17)4"9), and the wound the gnat 
inflicts on the lion’s lips echoes the simulated insect bite in 
Clitophon’s lips, whose cure by Leucippe is the prelude to the 
lovers3 first kiss (2.7)50)!
3.2 Vita Alexandri 
Recension T (3.19 (ed. Parthe); E 40,2) contains a fable about
someone who was fleeing from a lion; desperately he climbed a tree 
at the bank of a lake, but there a large viper slithered down towards 
him; so he plunged into the lake, but there a crocodile came to the 
surface and wolfed him down. Typical fable ingredients are the 
three vague phrases ‘once upon a time, someone; along some lake5 
(rcoxe Tiq; %apa xiva Aa|m|v) and the tripartition of the story. 
Noteworthy in this rather paranoid fable are the opposite linear 
movements, indicating that fate will catch up with the man wher­
ever he goes: when he climbs up, the snake slides down from the 
top (aveX0o)v... K0CTa5pa|Lia)V...avaßa<;...£K ua>v avcoQev); when he 
jumps down, the crocodile comes up from the depth (aicriKOV- 
TIGB...TC0V KaT(O0ev avabvq). When we compare this to the other 
extant versions51) of this fable, three differences leap to our eye: in 
the other versions the man is a fugitive murderer, or, even worse, 
a parricide, whereas the anonymous writer does not motivate the
48) Studien zu Achilles Tatios, WS 72 (1959), 135-136 (repr. in: H. Gärtner (ed.), 
Beiträge zum griechischen Liebesroman (Hildesheim/Zürich/New York 1984), 352-353).
49) 2.21.2 otTtoGavEiv TiGeXev -  3.17.4 0eA,eiq a 7io0aveiv is a perfect parallel.
50) 2.7.1 ircxacja, ercaxa^e, ib.2 avaGopoftora, 7tXr|Yr|V, a%0£G0ai, Kkryyaq, ib.3
7repißojaßfiaaaa Ki3Ktap...7i;p6c7iö7rov mpercxr}, npoG&Ttoiq, 7Z£7t\r[%Bai, ib.4 xei- 
axo|j.a, xeov x z ik m v ,  ib.5 x z x k m v , ib.6 x£xpcc>|Liai, xpa$}ia, axojioexoQ, 
xixpcocncei, ib.7 dYpidv^, xpoa)|ia ~ 2.22.3 axojia, xpauiLia, rcaxax0£t£, xexpeo- 
Koxa, ipa\>jiaaiv3 ib.4 TtpoGcoTtcov, TiEpimxdjiBvoq, ßojißcp, tYyptatvexo, Exixpcoatce, 
Xei^ecrw, ib.5 xpa\)|j.axo<;} rcArjyrj, ib.6 Tcepiircxdjj.evot;, ib.7 kxjkXov.
51) Antiphan. 10 Gow-Page, A P  11.348: mxpo^excop, XiSkcx;, NeiXov, P.Gi'enf. 
2.84: n ibq  xöv i8iov rcaxepcx (povEuaaq, X kovzQ ^fab. aes. 32 Hausrath: av0pü)7töv 
xi<; aTcoKxelvac; (I; II: äv0pcö7to<; xiq epovov nox^oaq), m x a  xöv NeiXov rcoxajiov, 
Xa>koa) (I; II: ^eovxa) (Aes. 32; cf. Adrados 1987, 57-58).
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flight of the anonymous fable character; in some other versions the 
first animal is a wolf instead of a lion; and in the other versions the 
crocodile’s habitat is a river or, more specifically, the river Nile, not 
a lake. In the Alexander Romance the fable is told by Candables 
(Candaules) to Alexander’s vanguards, who have caught him. In an 
epimythium Candables explicitly compares his present situation to 
the man’s (xa xoiauxa ouv ev i\xo\ auvepri). From the preceding 
context it is clear on what grounds he does so. He has just report­
ed to the vanguards that he first fled (cpeuycov, like the man in the 
fable: (peuyovxa) for Alexander to his mother Candace; but in 
Amastris the eye of Euagrides, the Bebrycians3 tyrant, fell first on 
his wife and then on his riches and soldiers, so he had to take to 
his heels once again, only to fall into the vanguards3 hands. As the 
episode is set in Egypt, the replacement of the river with a lake is 
somewhat odd, although one might object that a crocodile looks 
Egyptian enough. But as to the other two variations mentioned 
above, it can be argued that the anonymous author has deliberate- 
ly and felicitously adapted the fable to its context. Obviously, 
Candables does not want to suggest he has a bad record now that 
he is at the mercy of the enemy; furthermore, he is so diplomatic 
as to compare Alexander, his initial pursuer, not to the ever-hungry 
wolf (as did Alexander’s avowed enemy, Demosthenes, in another 
fable which will come up in the next subsection) but to the king of 
the animals, the classical5 )^ image for the cLion of Macedonia’. In 
this way, the fable is connected also to its context in a broader 
sense. Alexander was born under the constellation of the Lion, for 
Philip dreams that his wife’s womb is sealed with a ring with a lion’s 
head (1.8.2, ib.5 KE<paXr\v Aiovxoc;); a Babylonian oneirocritic ex­
plains that Olympias is expecting a lion-like child (1.8.5 (h em p  
Aicov)53). Furthermore, the novelist describes young Alexander’s 
character and physical appearance as leonine (1.13.3 XeovxoK6(a.ou,
op|nr||i,a X eovm q  ayptou).
52) E.g. Demad. fr. 51 De Falco ap. Plu. Dem. 23.6; id. Alex. 13.
53) I am grateful to Prof. Kessels for drawing my attention to this passage. Van 
Thiel ad loc. compares Plu. Alex. 2.2 AiovTO<;..xiK:6va, ib.3 X.eovtci)8r|, Ephor. 
FGrHisl 70 F217 ap. Tert. An. 46.
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3.3 Vita Aesopi
The lion’s share of the fables occurring in ancient romances has, 
not surprisingly, been taken by a novel whose hero (or rather: anti- 
hero) is the fabulist par excellence, Aesop. This biographic romance 
(some would say: romantic biography) is an eldorado for Fabel- 
forscher, since it contains as many as thirteen fables. This fact has 
misled some scholars54) into regarding Aesop’s Life as some sort of9 *  _
upgraded fable collection. It is one of the merits of Der Asop-Roman, 
the latest milestone in the field, to have convincingly relegated this 
quondam communis opinio to the realm of fantasy. The present dis­
cussion of the function of these thirteen fables in their contexts) 
aims only at elaborating, and perhaps modifying slightly, one of the 
observations of Niklas Holzberg cum suis55): the fables elucidate the 
Vita Aesopi, not vice versa.
First, the fables themselves, The following summaries56) of the 
thirteen fables may give an impression of their caleidoscopic subject 
matter,
1: Zeus first made Apollo a prophet, then curtailed his mantic 
power by sending mankind portentous dreams, but finally restored 
the importance of his oracle by sending deceptive dreams as well
(33G).
2: A prince defecated so long that he excreted his brains (67),
3: Dionysus invented three cups of wine, causing pleasure, joy, and 
exhaustion respectively (68).
4: At Zeus5 command Tyche (or: Prometheus) showed mankind the 
easy way to slavery versus the narrow path to freedom (94).
5: The wolves delegated an ambassador to the sheep to negotiate 
peacc; the latter fulfilled their stipulation to extradite the sheepdogs, 
whereupon the wolves of course devoured both the sheep and the
dogs (97).
6: A locust was caught by a poor man, who released the tiny crea-
54) Sec N. Holzberg, A Lesser Known ‘Picaresque’ Novel o f Greek Origin; The Aesop 
Romance and its Influence, Groningen Colloquia on the Novel 5 (1993), 6-7. I am 
grateful to Dr. R.F. Regtuit for making this article available to me.
55) Der Asofi-Roman. Moiivgeschichle und Erzahlstmkiur (Tubingen 1992), XIII; see 
the present writer’s review in Mnemosyne 47 (1994), 384-389.
56) Fuller versions are given by the present author in The Fables in the Greek Life 
of Aesop, Reinardus 8 (1995), 131-150,
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ture after it had pointed out it would not harm a fly but would only 
make a pleasant sound (99).
7: The Greeks used to send a tenth part of their war booty to 
Apollo; so the Delphians are lineal descendants of prisoners of war 
(126).
8: A mourning widow was persuaded by a widower who wept croc­
odile tears to compensate each other for the loss of their spouses; 
when he discovered someone had stolen his oxen meanwhile, he 
had to shed real tears (129).
9: A stupid girl mistakenly thought she would fulfil her mother’s 
fondest wish that she might become sensible by entreating a man, 
who was copulating with a she-ass, to deflower her too (131).
10: A frog repaid a mouse for his hospitality by roping their feet 
together, jumping into a lake and.., drowning him, but a crow 
picked up the dead mouse floating on the water and found he had 
killed two birds with one stone (133).
11: A hare sought refuge with a dung beetie in order to escape from 
an eagle, but the latter did not respect his asylum; the scarab 
avenged his refugee by repeatedly destroying the bird's eggs, until 
Zeus separated the seasons of these species to prevent the eagles 
from extinction (135-139).
12: An old farmer set off for the city but was precipitated into a 
ravine by the very asses who were drawing his cart (140).
13: A girl was violated by her own father, much to her regret
(141<G>W).
The fables are recognizable as such, and thereby demarcated 
from their contexts, by terminology, formulae introducing fable, 
aetiology or epimythium, typically vague temporal or local adjuncts 
and/or characters, tripartitions, ring composition, and kenningar37)
57) Terminology: Xoyoq 94, 97, 99, 129, 131, 133, 135-139, 140, 141 (c£33G  
B’bpeaiA.oyot;); |ii>0o<; 97. Introductory formula: 97 kcc0’ ov Koupov o^ioipcova fjaav 
ict xoi<; avGpcoTioic;, cf. 99, 133 (connected to Aesop’s initial speechless ness by 
Nagy 1979, 315). Aetiology: 33 5 ta xauxriv xoivuv zr\v aix iav; cf. 67, Epimythium: 
99, 140 coaauxtoq; 129 cocxEKaicrij; 131, 133, 135-139 ojioitac;; 141W xofrco my<b 
rcpo '^Uf.iac;. Time adjunct: 67 Kaxaxo^rcdtaxixpovoDq; 94, 131 rcoxe; 135 oincoq; 
cf. 126 apxaioc;. Place adjunct: 140 erci u v a  xotcov kpt||ivco8tv C haracter 67W 
ao(po<;xi^; 99 xtva aicpiSa; 129, 131 ydvtixk;; 129 apoxpuov.-.xiq, xiq; 141 avf|p 
xiq. Tripartition: 68 xpei<;, xov |iev rcpcGxov...x6v 8e 8£mEpov...x6v Sexpixov; 135- 
139, cf. Siq jiev...x6 Sexpixov. Ring composition: 135-139 KaT8(pvy£V.,.8V xcpiepco
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(enigmatic periphrases of the type described by Ingrid Wsern58)). 
The differences among the three extant Greek recensions (Grotta- 
ferratensisy Westermanniana, Planude<259)) can be explained briefly. The 
oneirocritic fable occurs only in G, while the kamikaze asses are not 
extant in G. PI omits the fables about the Delphians and the stupid 
daughter, and ‘defabulizes5 the aetiology of the wine, because it is 
no longer a story (KEKxnxai). Most variations are slight, such as the 
replacement of the prince with a wise (W) or rich (PI) man, of the 
locust with a cicada (W, PI), and of the crow (G, W (manuscripts 
ML)) with a vulture (W (R)), a kite (W (W)) or an eagle (W (SBP), 
PI). The omission of Zeus and man (W, PI) from the fable about the 
crossroads, however, seems unfelicitous, for this simplification spoils 
the neat analogy between the fable and its context which will be 
explained presendy.
As to the provenance of the narrative materials, Ben Edwin 
Perry60) has argued that the fables in the Life were all taken from 
Demetrius5 collection. But as this Ursammlung has been lost except 
for its title (fr. 112 Wehrli ap. D.L, 5.80), it seems safer to assume 
that the fables are original instead of traditional. Nearly half of the 
fables (those about the prince, the locust, the Delphians, the stupid 
girl, the old man, and the violating father) are more or less unique; 
all of these except for the scatological one have ended up in the
fable collections {fab. aes. 298-299, 303-305 Hausrath); only the fable 
about the locust has a parallel (Synt. 62). Four fables are relatively 
original: they may be Tabulations5 of heterogeneous prototypes
(...) av5pe<; AeX(pioi, {¿i] KOiTaippovme toft iepou (to'üto’ü). ~  av§pe£ Aeh<pioi, 
aTifidöriTE to  iepöv touto ei<; ö £yco KaT£(p\)yov. Kenning,: 33 tcp Ttpocrtatfl igjv 
Mouacov, Ö o touto'd jxei^cov, o J!e{£cdv tcov Mouocov,
58) rfjgoG T ea . The Kenning in Pre-Christian Greek Poeiiy (Diss, Uppsala 1951).
59) G: editio princeps by Perry, Aesopica I, 35-77; recent re-edition by M. Papatho- 
mopoulosj V B io g w v  A iacom v. 'H  m p a X ka yrf G. KpiriKt] eKÖoorf ß k  Eiaaycojr] 
Krai MeroKppaoT] (’Icoavviva 1990); cf. id., Aesopus revisitatus. Recherches sur le texte des 
vies esopiques, I: La critique textnelle (’Icoavviva 1989); both volumes have been 
reviewed by die present writer in Mnemosyne 47 (1994), 550-555. W; editio princeps 
by A. Westermann, Vita Aesopi ex Vratislaviensi ac partim Monacensi et Vindobonensi Codi- 
cibiis (Brunswig/London 1845); re-edited by Perry, Aesopica I, 79-107. PI: A. Eber­
hard, Tabulae romanenses Graece consciiptae, I: De Syntipa et de Aesopo narrationes fabulosae 
partim ineditae (Leipzig 1872).
60) Demetrius o f Phalerum and the Aesopic Fables, TAPhA 93 (1962), 298-301, 329-
332.
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(just as Hesiod’s myth on Pandora’s jar may have been fabulized by 
Babrius). The aetiologies of dreams and wine may derive from 
myths occurring in Euripides and Panyasis respectively, the fable 
about the crossroads from Prodicus’ allegory of Heracles5 choice 
between Virtue and Vice, and the fable about the mourning widow 
from a novella ä la matrona Ephesia61). Parallels from fable literature 
are hard to find or non-existent. The three cups of wine occur also 
in Photius5 Letters, whereas a different version of the mourning wi­
dow is extant in Phaedrus and Romulus62). Only the remaining 
three fables seem to have been evergreens, but even here Aesop’s 
biographer seems to have varied, not copied, traditional material, as 
has recently been argued, if not einwandfrei, for the fable of the 
mouse cursing the frog and the dung beetle retaliating upon the 
eagle by, respectively, Stefan Merkle (110-127) and Peter von 
Möllendorff63). The originality in the anonymous author’s version 
of the fable of the sheep who handed over their body-guards to their 
mortal enemies is to be found in its application: Aesop does not try 
to dissuade the Samians, who have already decided to extradite
61) E. I T  1259-1282, Panyas. fr. 13 K, Prodic. ap. X. Mem. 2.1.21-34, Petr. Sat 
111- 112.
62) Babr. 58 ~ Hes, Op. 90-105; Phaedr. App. 15, Rom. 59 Thiele (Aes, 543); 
Phot. Ep. 16 (see V. Grumel, Une fable d’Ésope dans Photins. Les trois grappes, Annuaire 
de rinstitut de Philologie et d ’Histoire Orientales et Slaves 1 1 (1951): FlaffcápTceia. 
Melanges Henri Grégoire, III, 129-132, and Perry 1953). For a comparison of 
Phaedrus, Romulus and Petronius, see E. Grisebach, Die Wanderung der Novelle von 
der Treulosen Witwe durch die WeÜlitteratur (Berlin 18892), 39-52; G. Thiele, Phädrus- 
Studien 11. Gotterschwänke und Novellen^ Hermes 43 (1908), 361 sqq; L, Herrmann, La 
matrone d’Éphése dans Péirone ei dans Phedre, BAGB 15 (1927, 20-57); Weinreich 53- 
75; P. Ure, The Widow o f Ephesus; Some Reflections on an International Comic Theme, 
Durham University Journal 18 (1956), 2; F. Ras tier, La morale de ñiistoire. Notes sur 
la Matrone d ’ Éphése (Satiricen, C X I-C X I1 Latomus 30 (1971), 1025-1056; C.W. 
Müller, Die Witwe von Ephesus - Petrons Novelle und die Milesiaka" des Aristeides, A&A 
26 (1980), 103-121; R.E.H. Westendorp Boerma, Het Weeuwtje van Ephesus (Petron. 
Satyr, c. 1 lO ß - l  13^3)^ Hermeneus 54 (1982), 95; G. Anderson, Ancient Fiction. Tke 
Novel in the Graeco-Roman World (London/Sydney/Totowa, New Jersey 1984), 161- 
164; G. Huber, Das Motiv der ccWitwe von Ephesus” in lateinischen Texten der Antike und 
des Mittelalters (Tübingen 1990), 69 sqq.
63) The former does not discuss Dod. 246 Chambry, which does contain the 
curse motif absent from Pa.Bodl 246 Chambry and Rom. 4 Thiele, whereas the 
latter (Die Fabel von Adler und Mistkäfer im Asoproman, RhM  137 (1994), 141-161) blurs 
the fundamental distinction between Aristophanes* three references to the fable (V. 
1448, Pax 127-134, Lys. 695), which are only allusions, and the scholiasts’ full, but 
much more recent, versions.
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him, whereas the traditional relation between audience and narra­
tor of this fable is just the other way round: Demosthenes64) alleged­
ly told the same fable to dissuade the Athenians from delivering him 
to Alexander, A typical example of variatio in imitations.
The fable just mentioned may serve as an introduction to a dis­
cussion of the intertextual functions of the fables. First, a brief reca­
pitulation of the applications of the fables to their contexts. The nar­
rator of all these fables is identical, whereas his audience varies. Not 
surprisingly, all fables are narrated by Aesop. Before leaving for 
Babylon, he tells six fables: first one to Xanthos’ wife, then two to 
Xanthos himself, another two to the Samians, and finally one to 
Croesus. The other seven fables are told after Aesop's return from 
Babylon, first one to the Delphians, then two to a friend of his and 
finally four to the Delphians again. The fables Aesop tells before 
leaving Greece are chiastically arranged (1-2-2-1) and grouped in 
two pairs (Xanthos vs. wife; Samians vs. Croesus); those told by 
Aesop after his return to Greece are chiastically arranged too 
(Delphians-friend-Delphians) and build up to a climax (1-2-4). Thus, 
the distribution of the fables in the Life seems well thought-out,
Next, the analogy between the fables and their contexts will be 
analysed. Frequently, both the narrator and his audience are rep­
resented by tire fable characters. To give two examples, the locust 
and the hunter stand for Aesop and Croesus; the old man and the 
donkeys represent Aesop and the Delphians. In some fables a third 
party also is metaphorically depicted. Three examples: when Croe­
sus addresses the Samians through a letter-carrier, Aesop tells a 
fable about Zeus delegating Tyche (according to Papathomopoulos; 
Prometheus according to Perry) to mankind; the mouse, the frog 
and the crow, as well as the hare, the eagle and the dung beetle, 
represent Aesop, the Delphians and his future revengers. Once even 
a fourth party is represented. The fable about the wolves sending 
one wolf to the sheep to demand the extradition of the dogs neatly 
corresponds to its context, in which Croesus sent an envoy to the 
Samians with a request for the extradition of Aesop.
These analogies between the fables and their contexts are not
64) Fr. Baiter-Sauppe ap. Aristobul. FGrliist 139 ap. Plu. Dem. 23.5; cf. Isid. Efym. 
1.40. This fable has been analysed by die present writer, Fables in Ancient
Historiography, Bestia 5 (1993), 29-30 and 6 (1994), 123-124 (notes).
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only self-evident but also unmistakably indicated by linguistic 
means: verbal parallels remove any possible doubt as to who stands 
for whom. A few examples may suffice here. Both Croesus and the 
locust hunter are said to 'sympathize with the words’ of Aesop and 
the insect respectively, because the former recognize the latter will 
do no 'harm5. Both the simple girl and Aesop chave lost the sense5 
they ‘had before’. The frog cdrags’ the mouse and the asses throw 
the old man into a ‘ravine’, exactly as the Delphians treat Aesop. 
The hare ‘takes refuge’ with the dung beetle, like Aesop in the 
Muses’ temple, but both refugees are ‘despised’, the former by the 
eagle, the latter by the Delphians65).
The choice of the fable characters is very appropriate for the per­
sons they represent, which seems to imply that the selection of the 
fables is well-considered. Aesop drives home that he is useful and 
amusing by identifying with the indispensable sheep-dogs and the 
chirping locust respectively. Aesop anticipates his death by identify­
ing with five underdogs; three are killed—the mouse by the frog, 
the hare by the eagle, and the old man by the asses— , and two are 
violated—one by a perverted maniac and one by her own father. 
This telling choice of fabulae personae not only applies to the narra­
tor but also to his audience. By the very selection of the fable char­
acters Aesop shows that the Samians’ decision to extradite him is 
sheepish, and that Croesus’ hunger for territory is wolfish (97). 
Likewise, Aesop expresses his contempt for the Delphians by repre­
senting them as despicable asses, and brands them as criminals by 
identifying them with relentless carnivores— the frog and the 
eagle—and brute rapists who do not shrink from bestiality or incest
(131, 141).
In some instances, however, the fable does not resemble its con­
text, but these incongruities seem to be deliberate too. One incon­
gruity is persuasive a maiori: the man shows mercy to the cicada he 
has caught, so Croesus should set Aesop free, since Aesop has vol­
untarily come to him. Most incongruities, however, are satirical.
65) 99 c(onLext).f(able) a'u^i7ra 0f|aa<; toi<; A,6yoic;; c. fSXayai - f. epXaya. 131 c. 
d7tcoXe0a...Kai ov 7ipc5xov ei%ov vofiv - f. aTicoXeaaq m i  ov 7tpMTOV ei%e<; vovv, 
vouv sexies. 133 c. <rup6 |Lievo<; - f. ecropev (W: c. eitacov bis - f. s^kcov, ¿(petacexai). 
135-139 c. Kateip'oyev, -ov - f. mxe(p'i)yev; c. Koaatppovme - f. Kcaowppoviiaoci. 
140 c. Kprifivov, Kpruivoii bis - f. Kprm,vco5r|.
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Thus Aesop cuts a sly dig at Croesus, who was fabulously rich, by 
comparing him to a poor man. Xanthos, the philosopher, is similar­
ly insulted in the facetious epimythium to Aesop’s scatological fable: 
cBut don’t you worry about this. There's no danger of passing your 
wits, for you don’t have any’66). Likewise, Aesop has the mouse 
become friends with the frog, whereas the Delphians could have 
murdered him. Exactly the same incongruity between a fable and 
its context can be observed in Aristophanes5 Wasps > where Philo- 
cleon insinuates in a Sybaritic fable he is a friend of someone who 
wants to summon him in the play. Another accuser is called a drunk 
in an Aesopic fable told by Philocleon, whereas it is the latter who 
is intoxicated in the play. These correspondences between this com' 
edy and die Life may not be coincidental, since the analogy does not 
stop here: in both Vespae and Vita the protagonist tells his accusers 
four fables, among others that of the scarab and the eagle, which 
fail to dissuade them from calling him to justice. It does not seem 
too far-fetched to compare Philocleon, summoned for assault and 
battery in Athens, to Aesop, accused of the theft of a bowl in 
Delphi, for Aristophanes has Philocleon himself do so67)!
The romantic biographer has Aesop not only unmistakably indi­
cate who is who, but also remove any possible doubt as to how the 
fable is to be evaluated. This may be done either explicitly after the 
fable has been told (in an epimythium) or more implicitly within the 
fable. Thus Aesop qualifies both the daughter and the sheep, and 
thereby, respectively, himself and the Samians, as ‘foolish5 ([|itop6<;] 
131 ter, 97), and the asses, in this case the Delphians, as Contemp­
tuous3, while adding a pejorative diminutive suffix (140 xaxanxh- 
gtcdv -aptow); moreover, when Aesop tells that the asses 'lost their 
way5 (as Daly68) translates £jc/Lavr|0Ti<Tav), he insinuates to the 
Delphians that they are led astray (or: on the wrong track). Through 
some fables Aesop graphically warns his audience: cwe will all go 
down together5, literally like the asses with the old man, or figura-
66) Translation, by L.W. Daly, Aesop without Morals, The famous Fables, and a Life 
o f Aesop (New York/London 1961), 64.
67) 1399-1405, 1427-1432, 1435-1440, 1446-1448 (Aes. 423, 428, 438, 3).
68) 90. Gunter Poethke, Das Leben Asops (Leipzig 1974; placed at my disposal by 
Andreas Beschomer in Munich) retains the ambiguity: “die Esel kamen vom Wege 
ab” (131).
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tively like the sheep with the dogs, and the frog with the mouse. 
Such a graphical presentation is characteristic of the genre, which 
typically depicts metaphorically the inevitable consequences of some 
proposed act.
The reactions of the audiences to Aesop’s fables diverge. His first 
three aetiologies are differently received by his master. Xanthos first 
praises Aesop to the skies (after the aetiology on dreams) but ulti­
mately wishes him to hell (after the aetiology on wine); Xanthos’ 
reaction to Aesop’s scatological aetiology is not reported, but the 
philosopher is not likely to feel flattered by Aesop’s gibe mentioned 
a minute ago. The three fables Aesop tells in Samos and Lydia get 
a favourable reception: Aesop persuades them (94, 99), although his 
proposal has a different objective: they step back from their deci­
sion to extradite Aesop, but he leaves Samos of his own accord (97). 
The seven fables in the Delphi section get quite different responses. 
The two fables Aesop tells in jail make his friend feel sad (129, 131). 
Aesop antagonizes the Delphians by the aetiology which explains 
that their ancestors were slaves, whereas they are not impressed by 
his final four fables: they just execute his death sentence (133, 135-
139, 140, 141).
The functions of the fables in their direct contexts— one might 
say: at the micro-level— are diverse: aetiological (33G, 67, 68, 126), 
persuasive (94, 99, 133, 135-139), critical (97, 129, 131) or offensive 
(140, 141). Some fables are multifunctional. By the aetiology on 
wine Aesop tries to dissuade Xanthos from excessive drinking; 
Aesop’s aetiology on the Delphians is a gross insult. His fable about 
the vindictive dung beetle is obviously persuasive but has an aetio­
logical appendix, explaining the insect’s absence during the season 
in which eagles nest. These ‘mixed’ functions have parallels in clas­
sical fable literature: in Aristophanes’ Birds Pisthetaerus uses the 
aetiological fable about the crested lark to persuade the chorus of 
their primordiality, in Aristotle’s Meteorologica Aesop tells a ferry-man 
a teasing aetiology about Charybdis gradually gulping down the 
water, and in Aristotle’s Rhetoric Stesichorus dissuades the Hime- 
raeans from giving Phalaris a body-guard by means of a fable which 
is also an aetiology of the domestication of the horse69). The final
69) At. A v. 472-475; Arist. Mete. 2.3, 356bll-17; Stesich. 104, fr. 281 (a) PM G
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six fables in Aesop’s Life may well be grouped in three pairs (Merkle 
113-114), but within each pair the second fable is a Steigerung com­
pared to the first one, by an extra obscene or divine dimension. On 
account of the taboo themes of bestiality and incest, as well as the 
appeal to Zeus by both the dung beede and Aesop, these fables 
(131, 135-139, 141) constitute a climax after the preceding ones 
(129, 133, 140). The two fables Aesop tells to his friend in jail (129,
131) do not have exactly the same function either: through the first 
Aesop criticises his friend and through the second himself.
The fables are linked to their context also at the ‘meso-leveP in 
that they anticipate the end o f Aesop’s Life. This compositional and 
structural function of the fables obviously strengthens the unity of 
the text. It has already been observed that Aesop’s death is prefig­
ured, so to speak, by the fate of the dogs, the mouse, the hare, and 
the old man. Moreover, the locust’s life hung in the balance too. At 
the same dme, the killing of the sheep by the wolves, of the frog by 
the bird of prey, and of the unborn eaglets by the scarab forebode 
the final retaliatory actions by Greeks and Babylonians against the 
Delphians.
By way of conclusion to this paper, I will look at the manifold 
interconnections between the fables and their context at the macro­
level, the Life as a whole. One noteworthy (and notorious) common 
theme is obscenity, which is obvious in the fables dealing with scat- 
ology (the excreta of the prince and the dung of the beetle) and with 
normal (heterosexual) and abnormal (bestial and incestuous) sexual 
relations (in connection with misogyny). Another recurrent theme is 
Aesop’s problem-solving ability, which is apparent in his aetiologi- 
cal fables (explaining why false dreams exist, why men look back 
before flushing the toilet, why alcohol abuse results in aggres­
siveness, where the Delphians are from, and (secondarily) why 
dung beetles are absent when eagles lay their eggs). Yet another 
central theme is Aesop’s didacticism, which is clear in the epimythia 
and, again, the aetiologies mentioned above. Elaborating F.R. 
Adrados’ observation7^ ), one may connect the rural setting of four
ap. Arist. Rk. 2.20, 1393b8-22 (as well as Gonon FGrHisl 26F\{Narr.)A2) (Aes. 447, 
8, 269a).
70) The (Life of Aesop3 and the Origins o f Novel in Antiquity, QUCC n.s. 1 (1979)a 108.
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fables71) to the part Aesop plays as a scapegoat ((papjuaKoq) in the 
fertility cycle. Furthermore, the fables have the theme of Aesop’s 
Eulenspiegeleien in common with their context. In his fables, Aesop 
plays tricks on everybody. His oneirocritic aetiology is offensive both 
to himself and to Apollo: Aesop tries to explain seriously why he 
falls short of Xanthos5 wife, and meticulously avoids calling Apollo 
by name but enigmatically refers to him as cthe leader/superior of 
the Muses’72); this periphrastic damnatio memoriae is in accordance 
with the anti-Apolline and ‘pro-Music’ tendency of recertsio G (it may 
be no coincidence that this fable is absent from the other recensions 
of the Life, as Antonio la Penna73) remarks). Furthermore, Aesop 
pokes fun at Xanthos by adding a teasing remark to his coprologi- 
cal fable, and insults Croesus and the Delphians by vicious incon­
gruities between fable and context, as has been noted above. Aesop 
again insults the Delphians by having them descend from slaves 
(whereas he was born in slavery).
Aesop even uses word plays in his fables, as he does elsewhere in 
the Life. These jeux de mots are easily missed74) but in fact deserve 
our attention. When Croesus faces the Samians with the choice 
between tribute and war, Aesop opposes freedom to slavery by the 
image of two roads. In describing the latter he warns them that its 
TeXoq is ‘harsh’ (okAtipov) and ‘difficult5 (G 5\>a£K[3on;ov) or ‘dan­
gerous5 (W 87CiKiv5a)VOv). This is ambiguous, for in the fable xekoq  
means ‘end5 but in the context ‘tribute5, Thus Aesop uses the dou­
ble entendre to encode his warning not to vote to pay tribute. It is
71) 129 apoxpicov, ev Tfl apovpfl, dpotpetx;, apO'crip; 131 eiq aypov; 140 
yecopyoq, 4v aypco; 141 ei^ tov  aypov.
72) 33G T(p 7rpoGTaTfl/6 Ttpoatomii; (142G xov -iiv)/6 jiei^cov tcov Moucrcov; cf.
xov  7ip(i>xo\) tornot),
73) 269; cf. B.E. Perry, Studies in the Text History of the Life and Fables o f Aesop 
(Haverford, Pennsylvania 1936), 14-16; Nagy 290.
74) I am not convinced by Wiechers5 assertion (9, n. 5) that 131 ,eberuht...auf 
dcm Wortspiel voo<; - ovo<;” (cf. Nagy 1979, 283, n. 1 and the suggestion b y J J .  
Winkler, Auctor &  Actor. A Narratological Reading o f Apuleius’s Golden Ass 
(Bcrkeley/Los Angeles/London 1985), 280), but fully concur with Stefan Merkle, 
who, in the discussion after my paper in Munich, proposed to connect 94 
a7COKpTi|Xvov and KpT||ivw8e<; with 140 kpr\\xvco8r| and 141 otTto too) Kpruxvou; sec 
his Fable> Anecdote ’ and ‘Novella1 in the Vita Aesopi. The Ingredients o f a Popular Novel\ 
in: Atti del Convegno Internationale sulla Letteratura di Consumo (forthcoming). The ambi­
guity of 140 eTtX-avrjBrjaav has already been discussed above.
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perfectly plausible to assume that Aesop gives his advice covertly, as 
he himself had announced not to speak outright but metaphorical­
ly (yvcb)xr|v jui£v on Scboco, Aoyco 5e tivi ujuv) because the local 
dignitaries had already decided to obey Croesus. Another polyse- 
mous word occurs in two positive reactions of the audience to fables 
told by Aesop. After Aesop’s aetiology of false dreams, Xanthos 
praises him as enpeaiAoyoq, i.e. someone who is able to find Aoyoi; 
after Aesop has the poor man show sympathy with the cicada’s 
Aoyoi, Croesus sympathizes with Aesop’s Xoyox, In both instances 
one might be inclined to render automatically ‘words’, but 'fables’ 
seems an appropriate translation too, as Xoyoq is the common word 
for fable in the Life and both instances occur in the very first sen­
tence after Aesop's fable. This second meaning is in accordance 
with both contexts: Aesop’s fable on dreams may have been invent­
ed for the occasion, and subsequent to his reconciliation with 
Croesus Aesop makes a present of an autograph of his collected 
fables to the royal library. Another ambiguity may be observed in 
the fable of the frog ‘tied up with’ (133 <xuv8eS£|ievov; cf. Sf|aai) 
the mouse. This is equivocal, for it calls to mind both Aesop, whom 
the Delphians have bound (128 SrjoavTE ,^ Secjdiov), and the 
Delphians, whom Aesop has previously compared to ‘men in 
bondage’ (126 ojj-oicoq xolc, SeSejjivotc;). As a matter of fact, these 
chains will be the death of all!
Finally, two structurally significant instances of word play may be 
observed in the fable of die plowman who comforted the mourning 
widow and in that of the frog who gave the mouse swimming 
lessons. Someone untied (eXuaev) the oxen of the plowman (Aesop’s 
alter ego), who could not find (jit) eupcov) them. The mouse (Aesop’s 
alias) squeaked: '1 don’t know how to (o u k  £7cicrta jjm ) swim’, 
whereupon the frog croaked: ‘/ l l  teach you (eycboeSiSd^co)!’ These 
four Greek verbs, two in the affirmative (Auco; SiSocgkco) and two in 
the negative (eupicTKCo; efttaTaiLLai), seem just run-of-the-mill words. 
But I would suggest that their use is meaningful, especially in view 
of the previous occurrence of a pun on three different meanings of 
Ano (‘solve’, ‘dissolve’, ‘untie3)75). In Samos and Egypt, it was Aesop
75) 82G: 6 8e Edv0oc;...fir|5èv eupiaKcov koctoc vouv eirceïv ëtacftev öiopiav otcco<; 
to  ot||j.eTov emMcrfl. }ie^A<ot)or|<; 8è rfiq £KKAj|aia<; M e a B a i... 83G: eiar^0Ev
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who solved problems to which others could not fin d  a solution and 
who taught what others did not know. But in Delphi, the fabulist has 
lost the problem-solving ability and didactic qualities which had 
brought him fame, and these incapacities are to be his undoing. 
These ambiguities might be called programmatic: they are an addi­
tional argument in favour of Holzberg’s keen observation (33-75) of 
the structural contrasts between the opening and final scenes of 
Aesop’s Life. In the first chapters Aesop, born as a mute, manages to 
exculpate himself from his fellow slaves5 trumped-up charge of the 
theft of figs, whereas he, for all his eloquence, is unable to disprove 
the Delphians’ false accusation of the theft of a golden bowl in the 
end.
The above search for fables in ancient romances is presented as 
a pilot study on the intertextual function of embedded fables, 
whether alluded to or told in extenso. If its first part has elucidated 
that thematical relationships between fables and fable-like passages 
are not in themselves sufficient to attach the predicate “fable” or 
“allusion55 to the latter, and its second and third parts that the inter­
textual relationships between fables and allusions and their contexts 
can be multifarious, this study has reached its aims. In any case, the 
fact that one fable from section three (Vit. Alex. G 3.19) and all allu­
sions but one (Petr. Sat. 77) from section two have never been 
included, let alone studied, in modern collections of ancient fables, 
whereas, conversely, many of the non-fables from section one have 
been, demonstrates the need of the kind of research here under­
taken.
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